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We report a general method for the synthesis of free-standing, self-assembled MOF monolayers (SAMMs) at an air–water interface using polymer-brush coated MOF nanoparticles. UiO-66, UiO-66-NH₂, and MIL-88B-NH₂ were functionalized with a catechol-bound chain-transfer agent (CTA) to graft polymethyl methacrylate) (PMMA) from the surface of the MOF using reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT). The polymer-coated MOFs were self-assembled at the air–water interface into monolayer films ∼250 nm thick and capable of self-supporting at a total area of 40 mm². Mixed-particle films were prepared through the assembly of MOF mixtures, while multilayer films were achieved through sequential transfer of the monolayers to a glass slide substrate. This method offers a modular and generalizable route to fabricate thin-films with inherent porosity and sub-micron thickness comprised of a variety of MOF particles and functionalities.

Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are a specialized class of porous materials known for their high-surface area, defined pore size, and range of chemical functionality.1 Composed of inorganic secondary building units (SBUs) and multitopic organic ligands, MOFs can be fine-tuned for a wide variety of applications including gas storage, catalysis, sensing, and drug delivery.2–7 However, the powdery, crystalline nature of these materials makes their incorporation into many applications difficult to achieve when compared to materials made from polymers. This has created a growing demand for techniques to improve MOF processing and to devise new MOF form factors. Reports show that physically blending MOFs with polymers to make foams8–9 or films10,11 gives composites with improved strength and flexibility; however, incompatibility between the two components can result in defects and low particle loading that diminish the contribution of the MOF filler to the material properties.12–14 As the MOF loading increases, the MOF-like properties of the materials are enhanced, but the weak interactions between the MOF and polymer generally require thicker films to avoid the formation of defects and to provide structural integrity.

Postsynthetic polymerization (PSP) is an attractive method to graft polymers on the surface of a MOF that enhances interactions between the MOF surface and the surrounding polymer matrix.15 Several MOF–polymer composites have been prepared by in situ polymerization between monomers and co-functionalized MOFs, and this method affords materials with impressive separation and physical properties when compared to mixed blends of MOFs and polymers.15–19 This copolymerization strategy between monomer and MOF provides a simple route to highly integrated composites, but the inevitable crosslinking of the polymer matrix results in a thermoset-like material which cannot be processed further or easily purified of excess monomer and solvent. To circumvent this, controlled polymerizations from active sites on the MOF surface via a “grafting from” approach have significantly less crosslinking and can show similar matrix compatibility.20–22 However, both of these methods, either polymerizations in the presence of MOF or from the MOF surface, have relied almost exclusively on UiO-66(2Zr)-NH₂ as a model MOF, taking advantage of the amino group as the anchor for polymer attachment.15,18,19,21,22 This limits the scope of the PSP method because MOFs such as MIL-100, MOF-74, HKUST-1, and NU-1000 contain ligands that are either incompatible or difficult to derivatize with free amines. Therefore, other approaches to the functionalization of these materials (e.g., through coordination of exposed surface metal sites) would avoid the complications and limitations of derivatized ligand synthesis, such that PSP can be generalized to most MOFs.23–25 Surface metal coordination has been used to attach a variety of molecules to the exterior of MOFs, but rarely has it been applied to incorporate initiating sites for polymer growth.26

ZIF-8, one of the most widely studied MOFs, is difficult to synthesize with primary amine groups present on the ligand due to the competing complexation of the amine and imidazole with the metal salt.26 We previously reported a method for PSP from ZIF-8 using postsynthetic exchange (PSE) of an imidazole-bound...
initiator for atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) to functionalize ZIF-8 nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{27} This procedure used a modified imidazole possessing an initiator, allowing for surface-modification of the MOF utilizing the strong metal–ligand bonds that hold the structure together. Surface-initiated atom-transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) of methyl methacrylate gave MOF/polymer core–shell particles which could be self-assembled into monolayers at the air–water interface. This was the first example of self-assembled MOF monolayers (SAMMs) constructed from MOFs decorated with polymer brushes. However, the PSE approach for surface functionalization was inherently limited to ZIFs, which contain imidazole linkers necessary for surface PSE to occur, and the exchange conditions required extensive optimization to avoid etching of the MOF particles. Furthermore, it was suspected that poor control over the polymerization, due to the amide-based initiator, gave low molecular weight polymer grafts resulting in monolayer films too fragile to hold their own weight without fracturing (this could only be achieved with multilayer films comprised of ∼5 layers). The ZIF-8 SAMMs represent an efficient method for forming MOF thin films with high particle loadings without necessitating a readily modifiable MOF ligand. However, these SAMMs were fragile, and an ability to further improve the stability and mechanical properties of the monolayers may expand the potential to use these unusual MOF mono- and multi-layers in applications such as separation and sensing.

Herein, we report a general methodology for the preparation of free-standing SAMMs using a variety of MOF nanoparticles coated with a polymer brush synthesized via surface-initiated reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (SI-RAFT) polymerization of methyl methacrylate (Scheme 1). Three MOFs, UiO-66(Zr), UiO-66(Zr)-NH\textsubscript{2}, and MIL-88B(Fe)-NH\textsubscript{2}, were surface functionalized using a catechol-modified chain-transfer agent (cat-CTA). The MOFs used in this study were chosen to demonstrate the versatility of cat-CTA to coordinate the surface of MOFs bearing different particle morphologies, sizes, SBUs, and ligand functionalities. Following successful polymerization to high molecular weight, monolayers of the polymer-coated MOFs were prepared through self-assembly at an air–water interface, and suspension of the films on a small loop of copper wire gave self-supporting films spanning an area as large as 7 mm in diameter.

Results and discussion

Synthesis of the catechol-modified RAFT CTA (cat-CTA) was performed using a two-step acylation procedure between a commercially available CTA and dopamine hydrochloride as previously reported (Scheme S1).\textsuperscript{28} UiO-66(Zr) truncated octahedra, UiO-66(Zr)-NH\textsubscript{2} octahedra, and MIL-88B(Fe)-NH\textsubscript{2} hexagonal rods were selected for modification. Due to the low tolerance for particle size dispersity in self-assembled particle-brush systems,\textsuperscript{29} each MOF was prepared via solvothermal methods that gave relatively narrow size dispersions of the desired morphology.\textsuperscript{19,30,31} Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and gas sorption analysis with N\textsubscript{2} gas were in good agreement with previous reports, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the MOFs showed discrete particles with controlled morphology and size (Fig. S1–S4).

The surface functionalization of UiO-66(Zr) with cat-CTA was accomplished using a phase-transfer methodology adapted from a previously reported procedure (Scheme 1).\textsuperscript{32} The MOF particles were dispersed in water and the cat-CTA was dissolved in chloroform. The two solutions were combined and mixed with a vortex mixer for several minutes to functionalize the MOF surface. Ethanol was added to break up the resulting emulsion and the particles were collected by centrifugation, washed several times with THF, and dried under vacuum. A sample of UiO-66(Zr)-CTA was digested in dilute HF and analysed by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR, which confirmed the presence of the cat-CTA (Fig. S5). PXRD and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR analysis of the sample indicated the addition of the cat-CTA did not affect the crystallinity or accessible porosity of UiO-66(Zr), and SEM images showed that no particle etching or a change in morphology occurred (Fig. S1 and S2). The increase in surface area is suspected to be a result of the functionalization procedure involving redispersion in water and washing the particles again. This may act as a second round of activation to remove any residual impurities that may have remained after particle synthesis.

The polymer brush was grown from the surface of UiO-66(Zr) using RAFT polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA). RAFT is a simple, controlled-radical polymerization method well-known for its high functional group tolerance and predictable molecular weights.\textsuperscript{33} To determine the amount cat-CTA coordinated to the surface of UiO-66(Zr), first a ratio of the MOF ligand to cat-CTA was measured using \textsuperscript{1}H NMR analysis of the digested UiO-66(Zr). This value was then used to calculate the amount of CTA present on the surface of the MOF, and a mass ratio of ∼250 μg of CTA per 10 mg of UiO-66(Zr) was obtained (see ESI for details). A molar ratio of 5000 : 1 MMA to cat-CTA was chosen for a target degree of polymerization (DP) of 2000 and carried out at 70 °C using DMF as a solvent and AIBN as a free radical initiator. The high molar ratio of monomer to target DP is necessary as surface-initiated polymerizations are known to give crosslinked particles at high conversions, resulting in macroscopic gels.\textsuperscript{34} Unmodified CTA was also added to the polymerization reaction to increase the initial concentration of the transfer agent and improve control over the molecular weight of the polymers growing from the MOF surfaces. Following the polymerization, the particles were recovered by centrifugation and the supernatant was poured into methanol to precipitate the free polymer grown in solution (which was retained for molecular weight analysis by gel permeation chromatography (GPC)). The remaining polymer-coated MOF was washed several times with THF and toluene to remove any unbound polymer and finally
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suspended in toluene for self-assembly. While PXRD analysis of particles indicated the crystallinity of the MOF was unaffected by the polymerization, the surface area decreased by ~39% to 846 m² g⁻¹ (Fig. S1, S6, Table S2†). To correct for the added mass from the nonporous polymer, thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of UiO-66(Zr)-PMMA compared to unfunctionalized UiO-66 calculated that the sample is composed of 20% polymer by mass (Fig. S6†). The adjusted surface area would then be ~1015 m² g⁻¹, indicating that UiO-66-PMMA still retains 73% of the total surface area of the parent MOF.

Monolayers of UiO-66(Zr)-PMMA were prepared through self-assembly at an air-water interface by dispersing the MOF in toluene at 50–100 mg mL⁻¹ and placing a 10 µL drop on the surface of a layer of water in a 55 mm diameter Petri dish. The drop spread immediately to the edges forming a thin film with an iridescent color (Fig. S6†). A free-standing film was obtained by lifting a copper wire loop up from under the water surface (Video S1†). The loop was fashioned small enough (diameter = 7 mm) that a water drop was trapped in the ring by surface tension with the film floating on the surface. This allowed the monolayer to be lifted without fracturing, and slow evaporation of the water in ambient conditions resulted in a self-supporting membrane of the MOF monolayer (Fig. 1a). Surprisingly, even though the films are almost entirely composed of MOF particles, the free-standing films were translucent and maintained their iridescence. SEM images of the free-standing film showed the particles maintained a tightly packed structure with only small defects present (Fig. 1b and c).

Functionalized MOF samples were digested with HF to recover the polymer brush from the MOF surface for molecular weight analysis by GPC and compared to the polymer recovered from the supernatant. The molecular weight of the surface polymer (Mₙ = 252 kg mol⁻¹, D = 1.17) and the free polymer (isolated from the RAFT reaction, vide supra, Mₙ = 263 kg mol⁻¹, D = 1.15) are similar, and the low dispersity of both indicate the polymerization is controlled by the RAFT mechanism. The effect of polymer molecular weight on monolayer formation and particle ordering was investigated by halting the polymerization at several time points (Fig. S12 and S13†). In the first hour, the molecular weight reached only 8.3 kg mol⁻¹, which was too small prevent particle aggregation as shown by SEM (Fig. 2a and b). At two hours, the molecular weight increased to 59 kg mol⁻¹, and monolayers were observed (Fig. 2c). However, these monolayers could not form free-standing films, presumably due to the relatively weak particle interactions leaving large gaps between the MOFs (Fig. 2c). Once the molecular weight reached 138 kg mol⁻¹ at four hours polymerization time, free-standing films of densely packed particles were obtained. These results highlight the importance of polymer length on stabilizing the interparticle interactions and increasing film strength (Fig. 2d).

We next looked to expand the polymerization and self-assembly strategy to other MOF nanoparticles. UiO-66(Zr)-NH₂ octahedra and MIL-88B(Fe)-NH₂ hexagonal nanorods were chosen to demonstrate the generality of the methodology towards different SBU, chemical functionalities, and particle morphologies. Functionalization of the surface with cat-CTA using the same methodology was successful, and ¹H NMR analysis digested UiO-66(Zr)-CTA showed the amine of the organic linker remained unfunctionalized (Fig. S14†). Following polymerization and digestion of the polymer coated MOFs, GPC analysis of the polymer brush gave molecular weights and dispersities for UiO-66(Zr)-NH₂-PMMA (Mₙ = 215 kg mol⁻¹, D = 1.17) and MIL-88B(Fe)-NH₂-PMMA (Mₙ = 190 kg mol⁻¹, D = 1.22) that were comparable to UiO-66(Zr). PXRD and gas sorption analysis indicate the effect on crystallinity and surface area of UiO-66(Zr)-NH₂-PMMA was comparable to UiO-66(Zr)-PMMA, with the high crystallinity preserved and a total surface area of 692 m² g⁻¹ (Table S1, Fig. S3, S7†). MIL-88B(Fe)-NH₂ is a flexible MOF with pores that remain closed unless swollen with solvent such as DMF; therefore, these materials were non-porous and no change in surface area could be measured under the conditions used for measuring gas sorption. Surprisingly, the PXRD of MIL-88B(Fe)-NH₂-PMMA changed, giving a diffraction pattern consistent with the open form of the MOF (Fig. S4†). While the exact reason for this is
polimerization from the MOF surface. These multifunctional, porous nanoparticles were further self-assembled into ultrathin films of MOF particles and demonstrated to be fully free-standing with inherent iridescence and good optical clarity. Furthermore, multilayered composites were realized through the sequential layering of films, and monolayers of mixed MOFs were synthesized through the self-assembly of MOF mixtures. This system establishes a modular route towards novel multifunctional membranes, and further studies on the effect of coordination, initiator, and polymer type on membrane properties are ongoing.

**Experimental**

**Surface functionalization of MOFs with CTA**

A vial filled with 10 mL of DI H2O and 200 mg of MOF was sonicated for 30 min to suspend the particles. A 50 mL centrifuge tube was prepared with 4 mg of cat-CTA (3) dissolved in 5 mL of CHCl3 and the solution of suspended particles was added. The biphasic mixture was vortexed for 3 min and 20 mL of EtOH was added to form a homogenous suspension. The particles were collected by centrifugation (6000 rpm, 10 min.), washed through repeated dispersion/centrifugation cycles with EtOH (2 × 25 mL, 30 min each) and THF (25 mL, 12 h), and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 50 °C. Particle digestion for 1H NMR analysis was performed by sonicallyating 10–15 mg of dried MOF in a 1 mL plastic centrifuge tube with 400 μL d6-DMSO and minimal (∼6 μL) HF (48% H2O) until a clear solution was obtained.

**Polymerization of MMA from CTA-Functionalized MOFs**

A solution of AIBN in DMF (10 mg mL⁻¹) and free CTA in DMF (100 mg mL⁻¹) were prepared. A 10 mL round bottom flask was charged with 10 mg of CTA@MOF (0.46 μmol cat-CTA, 1 equiv.) and 2 mL of DMF. The flask was sonicated for 30 min to fully suspend the MOFs before methyl methacrylate (2.0 mL, 18.8 mmol, 40 000 equiv.) was added and the reaction was sonicated an additional 30 min. From the prepared stock solutions, 7.6 μL AIBN (76 μg, 0.46 μmol, 1 equiv.) and 5.8 μL free CTA (186 μg, 0.46 μmol, 1 equiv.) were both added and the reaction was degassed with argon for 30 min. The flask was briefly sonicated for 5 min before being placed in an oil bath heated to 70 °C. The polymerization was quenched by cooling in liquid nitrogen before opening the flask and adding 6 mL of DMF. The particles were collected by centrifugation (10 000 rpm, 20 min) and the supernatant was poured into 10× excess rapidly stirring MeOH to precipitate the polymer. The remaining solids were washed through repeated dispersion/centrifugation cycles with DMF (30 mL, 1 h), THF (2×30 mL, 6 h), and toluene (30 mL, 1 h) and suspended in 150 μL of toluene for self-assembly. Particle digestion to isolate the polymer for GPC analysis was performed by sonication 15–20 mg of dried MOF-PMMA in a 15 mL plastic centrifuge tube with 100 μL d6-DMSO and 20 μL HF (48% H2O) until a clear solution was obtained. 2 mL of 1 M NaOH was added followed by 5 mL of toluene and vigorously mixed before separating the layers by centrifugation. The toluene layer was transferred to

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we report a general methodology to functionalize MOF nanoparticles with RAFT CTAs for controlled radical
a 20 mL vial and dried in a vial under vacuum. The remaining residue was dissolved in 150 μL THF for GPC analysis.

**Self-assembly at the air-water interface**

The polymer-coated MOFs were suspended in toluene at 50–100 mg mL⁻¹ through sonication. A 10 μL drop of the solution was placed on the surface of water in a 55 mm diameter Petri dish. After the toluene evaporated, the SAMM was lifted onto the surface of SEM carbon tape on a glass slide for imaging. For free-standing monolayers, a copper loop was prepared by wrapping copper wire (diameter = 0.5 mm) around a 1 mL plastic syringe barrel. The loop was removed and placed under the water surface, then quickly lifted to air dry, leaving a thin plastic layer, suspending a drop of water with the film floating on the surface. The loop was hung to air dry, leaving a thin film of the MOF which was then imaged by SEM.
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